We present a general parametrization for the leading order terms in a momentum power expansion of a non-universal Lorentz-violating, but rotational invariant, kinematics and its implications for twobody decay thresholds. The considered framework includes not only modified dispersion relations for particles, but also modified energy-momentum conservation laws, something which goes beyond effective field theory. As a particular and relevant example, bounds on the departures from special relativistic kinematics from the non-observation of vacuum Cherenkov radiation are discussed and compared with those obtained within the effective field theory scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last years there has been a strong interest in experimental tests of Lorentz invariance. A violation of this symmetry is suggested by quantum gravity ideas and models, although there exist other theoretical motivations for it [1] . From a quantum gravity perspective, the natural energy scale which controls this possible symmetry violation is the Planck mass, M P , which unfortunately is a very large scale compared to present attainable energies. However, this does not a priori preclude the observation of some of its effects at lower energies. Quantum gravity phenomenology [2, 3] is a rather new field which tries to identify the phenomenological windows where this could happen. The main idea that helps to understand how effects of quantum gravity could possibly have some phenomenological relevance is that tiny effects can be amplified in specific contexts. This is in fact what happens with thresholds in reactions: they are controlled by masses, even in the ultra-relativistic limit, where they are very small with respect to the relevant energies. Tiny quantum gravity corrections could then modify existent thresholds in the Lorentz invariant theory, produce them in forbidden processes, or eliminate them at large enough (but not Planckian) energies [4] .
A prototypical example is vacuum Cherenkov radiation e → eγ, which is a process forbidden by energy-momentum conservation in special relativity (SR). This process has been analyzed in Lorentz violating scenarios, where a modified dispersion relation (MDR) for one or both of the two particles, together with the hypothesis of usual energy-momentum conservation, can change this conclusion [5] [6] [7] [8] . Such an hypothesis is natural in the effective field theory (EFT) framework (such as the standard model extension of Ref. [9] ), which is the context normally assumed in this type of studies. One of the reasons for this assumption is that EFT provides a specific realization of local spacetime translational invariance (at least, above a certain length scale) which justifies the use of standard energy-momentum conservation [6] . Besides this, EFT is also a dynamical theory where one can make explicit computations of matrix elements and reaction rates.
However, EFT could turn out to be an excessively limited framework to analyze phenomenological effects from physics beyond special relativity. This is particularly manifest in contexts where the Lorentz symmetry is deformed, rather than broken, such as in Doubly Special Relativity (DSR) theories [10] [11] [12] . These are scenarios beyond special relativity, but where a relativity principle, that is, an equivalence between inertial observers, still exists. In this case, the relativity principle imposes a specific relationship between the dispersion relation and the composition of energy-momentum in a system of particles [13] , so that it is no longer possible to have a MDR and a standard energymomentum conservation law (more specifically, the equivalence between observers requires to consider a modified energy-momentum composition law (MCL) [14, 15] ).
In contrast to what happens for generic Lorentz invariance violation, DSR theories cannot produce a threshold for particle decays: this is easily seen from the fact that the threshold value of the energy is not relativistically invariant, that is, the energy of the decaying particle could be above or below the threshold for two different observers, and they would disagree about whether the decay takes places or not [16, 17] . Nevertheless, one could consider modified conservation laws independently from the existence of a relativity principle. In this case, one is out of the EFT scenario and the phenomenological effects are no longer irrelevant.
In this paper we want to go beyond the limitations of a standard energy-momentum conservation law and make some phenomenological studies using a MDR and a MCL. Because of its potential relevance, we will take the process of vacuum Cherenkov radiation as our benchmark for their kinematic implications, but we will not attempt to make any consideration about dynamics. This is obliged since we no longer have the EFT framework at our disposal, and in fact, our premises (a MDR and a MCL) only refer to kinematics, so that any dynamics would require the assumption of further hypotheses.
Still, one could ask whether there is a spacetime realization from which new, non-additive, energy-momentum conservation laws based on the proposed MCL could emerge as the result of some (modified) concept of translational invariance. Indeed, this is the case. The relative locality framework [18, 19] contains a class of models in which the deformations (both of the dispersion relation and the composition laws) arise from modifications of the geometry of momentum space, such as curvature. These theories are indeed nonlocal (or, more precisely, they do not contain an absolute notion of locality of an event), but they do contain a notion of translational invariance associated with the non-linear conservation laws [20] .
Our starting point will therefore be deformed energy-momentum dispersion relations and composition laws. While we will try to consider a scheme as general as possible, we will need to work under certain hypotheses in order to carry out calculations with manageable expressions. First, since we are only interested in the leading modifications to SR (presumably, the only ones with the potential of being detected in the near future), we will consider only the first order corrections in the MDR and the MCL written as a power expansion in the inverse of the ultraviolet energy scale Λ which parameterizes the departures from SR (at this point, we do not necessarily assume that Λ is the Planck mass M P , but consider a more general scenario). Second, we will make the important algebraic simplification of postulating rotational invariance (in any case, owing to the compactness of the rotation group, this is in general a much better tested symmetry than Lorentz symmetry, which allows for arbitrarily large boosts). With these two hypotheses, we will only need two adimensional parameters (α 1 , α 2 ) to write the general form of the MDR:
Here m is the mass in the special relativistic limit (Λ → ∞), the expansion is analytical in the components of the energy-momentum four-vector (p 0 , p), and we have considered a superscript (a) to denote the fact that this MDR can be different for different type of particles. There is no a priori reason why the modification to SR should be universal and in fact, from the point of view of the quantum gravity picture, it is reasonable to think that different particles could interact differently with the spacetime microstructure [6] , depending, for example, on whether they are elementary or not, or on its composition in terms of more elemental constituents. Therefore we leave the possibility for non-universality open. Finally, the general form of a composition law compatible with rotational invariance is
where ijk is the Levi-Civita symbol, a totally antisymmetric tensor, (a) and (b) are the types of particles whose energy-momenta we are composing (we will use the notation β a ≡ β aa ) and it is implemented the condition
which reasonably says that the composition of two momenta when one is equal to zero is just the only non-zero momentum. With this condition we avoid that the composition p ⊕ q contains terms of the type p
With these basic ingredients, we proceed now to examine the new kinematics in the most simple case: a two-body decay process.
II. TWO-BODY DECAY KINEMATICS BEYOND SPECIAL RELATIVITY

A. Preliminary considerations
The process under study is A(k) → C(p) + D(q), where A is a particle of type (a) and its momentum is k, C is a particle of type (c) and momentum p, and D is a particle of type (d) and momentum q, and we ask when this process is allowed with the new kinematics introduced in the last Section.
Firstly, we need to know the law that replaces the usual energy-momentum conservation of SR, once the usual addition of momenta is changed by the MCL Eq. (2). This is explicitly constructed in the relative locality framework mentioned in the Introduction, where the conservation law of SR
where all the terms proportional to 1/Λ are contained in the right-hand side, what we have denoted byÔ 3 . This is a very convenient form to write the equation defining the kinematics of the process, since the left-hand side is exactly what one would equate to zero in the SR case. We will call it the modified kinematics equation (MKE).
The expression ofÔ
C. Some comments about the MKE We see that Eq. (15) contains different combinations of the (α, β, γ) coefficients appearing in the MDR and the MCL of the three particles A, C and D.
3 It also contains the coefficientsα a 1 andα a 2 appearing in the MDR of the antipode of the momentum of particle A,k. It should be stressed that the MDR that satisfiesk is not the same that the one that satisfies k, but theα a coefficients are determined by the (α a , β a , γ a ) coefficients. To see this, let us start with the definition of antipode, k ⊕k = 0, which gives
We have then
Comparing this with Eq. (13), we obtain
On the other hand, our MKE Eq. (14) is a relationship between the three-momenta of the two out-going particles, p and q (containing the parameters m a , m c and m d and the coefficients of the MDR and MCL for all the particles). The reason why this is so is that in order to derive the MKE we selected the first four-momentum appearing in the conservation law Eq. (5),k, and obtained the MKE from the MDR of this four-momentum, Eq. (13). Obviously, we could have selected a different four-momentum, such as, for example, the one of particle C, p, then use the conservation law Eq. (5) to write (p 0 , p) as a function of k and q and then get a different MKE from the MDR for (p 0 , p). What one gets in this case is
where Ek = k2 + m 2 a . The left-hand side of this alternative MKE is the same as that of the original MKE under the change
(the superscript denotes that we selected the momentum of particle C in order to derive the equation, and the subindex denotes that it is a threeparticle process, involving three different momenta), can be obtained fromÔ A 3 (here the hat denotes that the selected momentum is in fact the antipode of the momentum of particle A) by making the same substitutions than for the left-hand side, plus the following replacements:
Analogously, had we selected the momentum of particle D, q, to derive the MKE, we would have got
where
Evidently, the three equations (14), (19) and (21) contain the same physical information (they were derived from the same conservation law); the choice of the MKE in one form or another just depends on the convenience in a given situation (for example, for a discussion involving only the three-momenta of the out-going particles we would choose the first form).
Let us come back to the issue of the different channels for this process; that is, we consider now a different conservation law for the process such as, for example, p ⊕k ⊕ q = 0. The equivalent of Eqs. (6) is
Therefore, the equation of the kinematics in the p ⊕k ⊕ q = 0 channel is obtained from that of thek ⊕ p ⊕ q = 0 channel by making the following replacements:
The equation for the p ⊕ q ⊕k = 0 channel can be obtained from the one for thek ⊕ p ⊕ q = 0 channel by making the replacements:
since there are two transpositions, a ↔ c and a ↔ d, to go from the (a, c, d) order to (c, d, a). Similarly, one can obtain the MKE for the remaining three channels:k ⊕ q ⊕ p = 0, q ⊕k ⊕ p = 0, and q ⊕ p ⊕k = 0.
To conclude this Section, we have to comment on a further complication. We have considered up to now six different channels which result from the different orders of the four-momenta appearing in the conservation law,k, p and q. However, in order to write this law we had to make the choice of taking antipodes for the in-going momentum and leaving the out-momenta untouched. Obviously we could have done conversely: taking antipodes for the outgoing momenta and leaving the in-going momentum untouched. This would mean considering the conservation law k ⊕p ⊕q = 0 instead ofk ⊕ p ⊕ q = 0, and similarly for the rest of the orders of momenta. This is not redundant (ie, the physical consequences are different) since it was the presence of the antipode of k which produced the apparition of theα a i coefficients in Eq. (15), and, therefore (according to Eq. (18)), the presence of (β a i , γ a i ), the coefficients appearing in the composition of momenta of particles of the type (a), in the MKE, which was, on the other hand, completely independent of the coefficients (β
On the contrary, these coefficients will appear in the MKE associated to the conservation law k ⊕p ⊕q = 0: we have to consider it, therefore, as a new independent channel. Together with its reorder of momenta, we will have at the end 12 different channels in total along which the reaction can take place.
A direct computation shows that one of the forms in which one can write the MKE for the k ⊕p ⊕q = 0 channel is
where O A 3 can be obtained fromÔ A 3 (Eq. (15)) by making the (rather obvious) following replacements:
We will consider the consequences of the existence of all these channels with respect to the apparition of new thresholds for the two-body decay process in the next sections.
III. THRESHOLD ANALYSIS A. Ultrarelativistic limit of the MKE
As we explained in the Introduction, the modifications in the kinematics can generate thresholds absent in the special-relativistic theory at energies much lower than the scale Λ when the dominant corrections in the ultrarelativistic (UR) limit are different from zero. 4 This phenomenologically interesting scenario is what we will assume in the present paper.
Let us consider, for definiteness, the MKE corresponding to thek ⊕ p ⊕ q = 0, Eq. (14). In the UR limit we have
where θ is the angle between the two out-going three momenta. Introducing the adimensional varible x, −1 < x < 1,
we can write the UR limit of Eq. (15),Ô A 3 , (which means neglecting all terms containing masses) aŝ
and we have made the definitions
where the superscripts m, n stand for a, b or c (indicating the particle type). The equation describing the kinematics of the decay, Eq. (14), in the UR limit, can then be written as
One can see from the previous equation that in order for the correctionÔ A 3 to be able to generate a threshold in an allowed decay in SR it is necessary thatξ A
1/3 (this gives us the order of magnitude of the threshold energy). 5 We will show in the Appendix that in the two cases explained above (allowed and forbidden decay in SR), the threshold of the process is reached exactly for cos θ = 1, so that one can neglect the mass independent term in the left hand side of Eq. (33).
B. Threshold determination for a single channel
According to the comments of the previous subsection, in order to determine the threshold energy we can take cos θ = 1 in the UR limit of the MKE, Eq. (33). This gives
which is a relation between (E p + E q ) and the variable x defined in Eq. (29). To determine the value of x producing the maximum (minimum) value of (E p + E q ) whenξ
, which corresponds to a threshold in an allowed (forbidden) decay in SR, we can derive Eq. (34) taking it as an implicit equation which determines (E p + E q ) as a function of x, which gives
The threshold will correspond to d(E p + E q )/dx = 0, so that from the previous relation we get 6 − 2m
When one combines Eq. (36) with Eq. (34), one gets
If we divide now this equation by m 2 a , introducing the adimensional quotients
and we multiply by (1 + x) 2 (1 − x) 2 , we get a polynomial equation (in general, of order 5 taking into account the general expression forξ 
5 To get some feeling about this energy scale we can note that (Λm 2 a ) 1/3 = 2.15 (Λ/M P )(ma/GeV) 2 1/3 PeV. 6 This is so ifξ A 3 (x) = 0. Therefore, after obtaining x at the threshold, one must check this consistency condition.
The real-valued solutions of Eq. (39) with −1 < x < 1 give relative maxima or minima of the total energy and are candidates to the value of x at the threshold. Once determined x, the corresponding value of (E p + E q ), (E p + E q ) * , can be obtained from Eq. (34) or alternatively from Eq. (36), giving
If Eq. (39) has several real-valued solutions for x in the interval −1 < x < 1, then, in order to determine the actual threshold, one needs to calculate their corresponding (E p + E q ) * according to Eq. (40). In the case of an allowed decay in SR (and withξ A 3 < 0 in order to generate a threshold) the largest of the (E p + E q ) * values is the threshold of the reaction (since the corresponding value of x gives a configuration along which the reaction can still proceed). For higher energies the MKE of the reaction has no solution and therefore the decay becomes kinematically forbidden. In the case of a decay which is forbidden in SR (and withξ A 3 > 0 in order to generate a threshold) the smallest of the (E p + E q ) * values giving solutions to the MKE corresponds to an energy below which the equation has no solution and therefore the decay is kinematically forbidden. In the case τ d = 0 (or τ c = 0) one has also to compare the obtained value of (E p + E q ) * with the value that (E p + E q ) takes when x → 1 (or x → −1) in order to determine the supremum or infimum of the total energy in the interval −1 < x < 1.
C. Threshold for the multichannel kinematics
We argued in Section II that we have twelve different channels, corresponding to the possible generalizations of the usual energy-momentum conservation laws, along which the decay can proceed. For each of them we can write the UV limit of the correction proportional to 1/Λ in the MKE as
where ξ 3 (x) can be obtained fromξ The decay process A → C + D can proceed through any kinematic configuration ( p, q) which satisfies any of the MKE of the different channels. Therefore, in the case of an allowed decay in SR, the threshold energy generated by the new kinematics is the largest of the threshold energies calculated according to the previous subsection for all the different channels. Similarly, in the case of a forbidden decay in SR, the threshold energy giving the energy above which the decay is allowed with the new kinematics will correspond to the minimum of the threshold energies corresponding to each of the channels.
The application of this method to determine the threshold induced by the kinematics beyond SR for any particle process is crucial to put correct phenomenological bounds on the (α, β, γ) coefficients of the MDR and the MCL which define the new kinematics, and, up to our knowledge, has never done before in the literature. In the following section we will do a explicit calculation in the case of a well-known process in the context of Lorentz violating kinematics: vacuum Cherenkov radiation.
IV. BOUNDS ON VACUUM CHERENKOV RADIATION
We will apply the formalism developed in the previous Sections to the case of the decay e − → e − + γ in vacuum, a process forbidden by SR. The study of the kinematic extensions of SR which are excluded by present phenomenological bounds have been carried out in previous works by applying the condition that there can be no threshold in the previous process for electron energies below 50 TeV. This seems to be a necessary condition to reproduce the observed radiation coming from the Crab Nebula [1] . However, these studies were made under the assumption that there are no modifications on the usual conservation laws. This may be too naive, as we argued in the Introduction, and our main objective in this Section will be to show that such bounds may be incorrect in the more general case of modified composition laws. Of course, this has relevant consequences when one uses these bounds to estimate other phenomenological aspects of Planckian physics, such as effects in other particle processes, in experiments of time-of-flight delays, etc. 
TABLE I. Notation to design the different channels in the decay
A(k) → C(p) + D(q). C1, C3: a0 = −λ ee a1 = λ eγ C2: a0 = λ eγ − λ γe − λ ee a1 = λ γe C4, C6: a0 = −λ ee a1 = λ γe C5: a0 = λ γe − λ eγ − λ ee a1 = λ eγ C7, C9: a0 = −λ ee a1 = (λ ee + λ γγ ) − λ eγ C8: a0 = λ γe − λ eγ − λ ee a1 = (λ ee + λ γγ ) − λ γe C10, C12: a0 = −λ ee a1 = (λ ee + λ γγ ) − λ γe C11: a0 = λ eγ − λ γe − λ ee a1 = (λ ee + λ γγ ) − λ eγ
A. Multichannel analysis of the process
In the case of e − (k) → e − (p) + γ(q), Eq. (31) gets simplified, since in this case the particle types (a) and (c) coincide. We will make a change of notation accordingly:
and
where in the last equation we have used the definition of η mn , Eq. (32), and Eq. (18) . The expression ofξ
where we have used Eqs. (42)- (43) and regrouped terms taking into account the identity (1 + x)/2 = 1 − (1 − x)/2. As we explained in the previous sections, there are twelve different channels corresponding to the different forms that the conservation law can adopt; these are classified in Table I . From the substitutions in the coefficients needed to write a MKE for a channel from that of a different channel explained in Section II C, it is obvious that all the ξ 3 (x) in Eq. (41) will have a similar form to that ofξ 44), that is:
The coefficients a 0 , a 1 are linear combinations of the adimensional coefficients in the MDR (η e , η γ ) and in the MCL (η ee , η eγ , η γe , η γγ ), which are different for each of the channels. They are given in Table II , where conveniently we have introduced the combinations of parameters
In summary, from the 24 parameters that generically characterize the MDR and MCL for the electron-photon system ({α 
B. Excluded regions for a generic channel
We will now apply the threshold analysis that was described in Section III B for a generic channel. We start from Eq. (45), where the a 0 and a 1 coefficients appearing there are different functions of the four combinations of parameters (λ ee , λ γγ , λ eγ , λ γe ) for the different channels, according to Table II . The value of x at the threshold is either a solution of Eq. (39) for −1 < x < 1, which in this case (τ c = 1, τ d = 0) reduces to
, so that Eq. (47) gives
whose solution is just x * = a 0 /a 1 . The corresponding value of the total energy is obtained with the help of Eq. (40):
In order for Eq. (49) to be a valid candidate to the threshold we must impose that x * be a number between −1 and 1, −a 1 < a 0 < a 1 , and positivity of the energy E * , that is:
Finally, as explained at the end of Sec. III B, since τ d = 0, the limit of (E p + E q ) when x → 1 is finite, so that the correct threshold of the process will be given by the minimum between Eq. (49) and the value of (E p + E q ) at x = 1. If we go back to Eq. (34) and particularize it to m c = m a = m e , m d = 0, it gives
Then we have
It will be a valid candidate for the threshold only when a 0 > 0, since the energy must be positive. However, it is simple to see that for any a 0 > 0, a 1 > 0, the value of (E p + E q ) * from Eq. (49) is always lower than (E p + E q )(x = 1) from Eq. (51). Just note that
Therefore, in the region where (49) is a valid solution, this will be the correct value of the threshold. Outside this region, and as long as a 0 > 0, the correct threshold will be given by Eq. (51). If a 0 < 0 and a 0 < −a 1 , then there is no threshold and Cherenkov radiation will not be produced. Since, as we said at the beginning of this Section, one should exclude phenomenologically electron decays below E * < 50 TeV, we have the following excluded region of the (a 0 , a 1 ) parameter space:
together with
The above excluded regions can be expressed in a simpler way in terms of the variableŝ where we have introduced the constant
The region R 2 can then be written asâ 1 > 0,â 0 >â 1 ,â 0 > 1, while the region R 3 is simplyâ 1 < 0,â 0 > 1. On the other hand, the region R 1 can be written asâ
Note that region R 1 only exists if −â 1 + 2 √â 1 <â 1 , which implies thatâ 1 > 1. Therefore, forâ 1 > 1, the excluded regions R 1 and R 2 form a single region determined bŷ a 0 > −â 1 + 2 √â 1 . In summary, the production of Cherenkov radiation excludes the set of points in the parameter space (â 1 ,â 0 ) which lie above the curve
This set of points is represented as a blue solid region in Fig. 1 . This excluded region should now be translated in excluded regions in the parameter space (λ ee , λ γγ , λ eγ , λ γe ) for each of the possible channels. The intersection of these regions is the true excluded region in the parameter space, since as long as one point in the parameter space is phenomenologically viable for one of the channels, one cannot discard that the decays proceeds through that channel. The multichannel excluded region would then translate into bounds for the six parameters (η e , η γ , η ee , η γγ , η eγ , η γe ) defining the modified kinematics. In terms of these parameters, we see that there is a two-dimensional degeneracy in the bounds we can get from Cherenkov radiation: there are different values of the six parameters that produce identical phenomenological effect with respect to Cherenkov radiation.
C. Excluded regions for particular cases of the modified kinematics
Since the general discussion is rather involved, we will consider here some particular cases of the modified kinematics in which one can extract useful physical conclusions.
As we have seen, in the general case there are twelve channels that determine an excluded region in the four-dimensional (λ ee , λ γγ , λ eγ , λ γe ) parameter space, and which translates into bounds into the six coefficients (η e , η γ , η ee , η γγ , η eγ , η γe ). The analysis simplifies greatly in the following particular cases:
(i) η eγ = η γe . In this case there are 5 independent parameters defining the modified kinematics: (η e , η γ , η ee , η γγ , η eγ ), which translate into three independent combinations of parameters (λ ee , λ γγ , λ eγ ), since λ γe = λ eγ . From Ta- ble II we can see that in this case there are only two independent channels: Fig. 1 would then define a excluded region in the tridimensional parameter space (λ ee , λ γγ , λ eγ ) or the pentadimensional parameter space (η e , η γ , η ee , η γγ , η eγ ).
(ii) η eγ = η γe = (η ee + η γγ )/2. This is a subcase of the previous case, in which there are only 4 independent parameters defining the modified kinematics: (η e , η γ , η ee , η γγ ). They translate into two independent combinations of parameters (λ ee , λ γγ ), since now λ eγ = λ γe = (λ ee + λ γγ )/2. In this case there is only one channel, for which (iii) η γ = η e , η γγ = η eγ = η γe = η ee . This is once more a subcase of the previous situation, and corresponds to the particular interesting case of a universal modified kinematics. We have two independent parameters (η e , η ee ) which translate into only one independent combination λ ee (λ γγ = λ eγ = λ γe = λ ee ). There is again one channel for which
We see that in this case, however, x * = a 0 /a 1 = −1, which is not a valid solution. Therefore, the region R 1 does not exist in this case. The excluded region will then be defined simply byâ 0 > 1, orλ ee < −1. If we define once againη e ≡ η e /b,η ee ≡ η ee /b, 8 then the excluded region will be given byη ee +η e < −1. This region is showed in Fig. 2 (right panel) .
There exist two other cases particularly interesting: the one in which the dispersion relations of electron and photon are those of SR, but we have modified conservation laws, and the one in which all the modification in the kinematics is made at the level of the MDR, so that the energy-momentum conservation law is that of SR. In the first case, all the modification to the kinematics of SR is given by new momenta composition laws, so that η e = η γ = 0 and Eq. (46) gives
As in the general case, in this specific situation there are four independent λ combinations and twelve different channels. Therefore this case does not contain any simplification and is in fact equivalent to the general case. This is a manifestation of the degeneracy that we mentioned at the end of Section IV B: the effect of the modified dispersion relations can be reabsorbed by a change in the composition laws, as far as the process of electron decay is concerned. The second of the cases referred above (η ee = η eγ = η γe = η γγ = 0) is the one which has been considered in previous works based on the hypothesis that EFT is a valid framework to explore kinematics beyond SR. In this case there is evidently one channel (since the conservation law is that of SR), which is confirmed by computing
and checking that the expressions of a 0 , a 1 for the different channels from Table II coincide:
The excluded region is shown in Figure 3 , where, in order to compare with previous results in the literature, we have used the (η γ , η e ) instead of the (η γ ,η e ) plane. We see from that figure that, for example, the values (η e = 0, η γ = 1) 9 are excluded when Λ ∼ M P : present phenomenology is therefore able to exclude certain Planckian effects. This is in fact what had been obtained in previous studies [1] . We can now ask the following interesting question: are bounds obtained in the EFT framework still valid in a more general situation in which one has modified conservation laws? Alternatively, are values of coefficients excluded by studies which only considered modifications in dispersion relations also excluded in a more general situation? As we will now show, the answer to this question is no.
Let us take the previous example of the values (η e = 0, η γ = 1), already excluded phenomenologically in the EFT framework. Now let us consider the following point in the six-dimensional parameter space: (η e = 0, η γ = 1, η ee = 0, η γγ = −1, η eγ = −1/2, η γe = −1/2). It is simple to check that in this case λ ee = λ γγ = λ eγ = λ γe = 0, so that this modified kinematics has no effect at all in vacuum Cherenkov radiation. 10 Another example is the point
. In this case λ ee = 1, λ γγ = 0, λ eγ = λ γe = 1/2. This point in the parameter space is a less trivial example than the previous one, but again the corresponding kinematics does not produce Cherenkov radiation, since a 0 = −1, a 1 = 1/2, and then the condition −a 1 < a 0 < a 1 is not satisfied. A more interesting example is the point (η e = 0, η γ = 1, η ee = σ/2, η γγ = σ/2, η eγ = σ/2, η γe = σ/2). This is an example of case (ii) of the list above, so that there is only one channel for which, according to Eq. (60),
If we take σ > 0, then the conditions a 1 > 0 and −a 1 < a 0 < a 1 are automatically satisfied and then this kinematics will produce Cherenkov radiation above an energy threshold. According to Eq. (53), this is still phenomenologically allowed if
Taking σ > 9, this is an example of a modified kinematics with Planckian sensitivity which is not excluded by present phenomenological data (but whose Cherenkov radiation prediction could be tested in the near future) and which contains modified dispersion relations which would have been too naively excluded in the EFT framework. This confirms our previous arguments that the EFT framework may be too restrictive concerning Cherenkov decay phenomenology.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have shown how to extend the analysis of thresholds induced by a modification of the dispersion relation of particles when one goes beyond the EFT framework including a modification of the energy-momentum conservation laws. The analysis of thresholds and bounds in this case is much more involved due to the presence of multi-channels.
A detailed analysis of the bounds on deviations from SR kinematics that can be obtained by considering vacuum Cherenkov radiation has been presented including the results for a few particularly simple cases (universal kinematics, symmetry in the composition of different type of particles).
There is a degeneracy in the bounds: different values of parameters produce the same effects in vacuum Cherenkov radiation. In order to remove this degeneracy it would be necessary to consider other experimental tests of the modified kinematics (particle propagation studies, for example) which could disentangle a modification in the dispersion relation from a modification in the conservation law.
The method we have presented can be used for any two body decay and it can also be extended to other processes. It is a first step of a systematic phenomenological analysis to establish bounds on (or identify) departures from SR in a framework going beyond EFT.
The main conclusion of the present work is that bounds extracted within the EFT scenario may be too naive (invalid) if the modified kinematics contains modified conservation laws.
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Appendix: Perfect colinearity at the threshold
We show here that the threshold generated by the new kinematics in the UR limit for the two-particle decay, which is controlled by Eq. (33), is obtained at cos θ = 1.
Considering Eq. (33) as an implicit equation determining (E p + E q ) as a function of (x, cos θ), we can take then the partial derivative of the equation with respect to cos θ giving (1 + x)(1 − x)(1 − cos θ)(E p + E q ) − 3ξ 
